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Abstract: Future optical wireless communication systems promise to provide high-speed
data transmission in indoor diffuse environments. This paper considers frequency-domain
spread asymmetrically clipped optical orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (ACOOFDM) systems in indoor diffuse channels and aims to develop efficient data detection and
code channel allocation schemes. By exploiting the frequency-domain spread concept, a
linear multi-code detection scheme is proposed to maximize the signal to interference plus
noise ratio (SINR) at the receiver. The achieved SINR and bit error ratio (BER) performance
are analyzed. A computationally efficient code channel allocation algorithm is proposed to
improve the BER performance of the frequency-domain spread ACO-OFDM system.
Numerical results show that the frequency-domain spread ACO-OFDM system outperforms
conventional ACO-OFDM systems in indoor diffuse channels. Moreover, the proposed
linear multi-code detection and code channel allocation algorithm can improve the
performance of optical peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR).
Index Terms: ACO-OFDM, frequency-domain spread, optical PAPR, linear multi-code
detection, code channel allocation.

1. Introduction
As more and more wireless home networks are being deployed, the public industrial, scientific, and
medical (ISM) unlicensed frequency band gets increasingly crowded leading to a shortage of
available bandwidth, increased interference, and compromised system throughput. Meanwhile,
radio frequency (RF) communications can interfere with electrical equipments, which prevents the
application of RF communications in electromagnetic sensitive environments like hospitals or
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aircraft cabins. Moreover, the characteristic that the RF microwave can pass through some
substances, such as walls in indoor environments, also presents a security problem for secret data
transmissions [1], [2]. These severe constraints associated with RF communications have
motivated ones to look for other means of achieving high data rate wireless connectivity in indoor
environments. Due to the benefits of the unregulated huge optical spectrum, license-free operation,
immunity to electromagnetic interference, and high communication security [3], [4], optical wireless
communications (OWC) has been anticipated to be an essential alternative for future low-mobility
indoor wireless connections with high throughput [5]. Meanwhile, with the widespread deployment
of light-emitting diodes (LEDs) for energy conservation in general lighting, OWC has attracted much
attention in recent years.
Although OWC owns the unregulated huge optical spectrum, the optical devices to make full use
of the whole optical spectrum are still immature and expensive. Only a small fraction of spectrum
and low cost devices can be used for OWC. Moreover, the indoor OWC environment is a confined
environment. The optical transmitted signals travel via multiple paths and arrive at the receiver at
different time instants [6]. Experimental results have shown that the multipath propagation may
cause inter-symbol interference (ISI), which will degrade the OWC system performance significantly
[7]. Over the past few years, many advanced techniques have been proposed for high speed
transmissions of OWC. For example, [8] proposed a spread spectrum technique to combat ISI but
at the expense of reduced spectral efficiency. [9] presented the design for multiple transmitter
beams and narrow multi-beam field of view (FOV) receiver to overcome multipath dispersion. In
[10], guard slots and nonlinear equalizer were introduced to mitigate multipath effect. In [11], an
adaptive decision equalizer with least mean square (LMS) algorithm was exploited to combat ISI.
However, it should be noted that the complexity of equalization in traditional single carrier
transmission schemes increases rapidly with the data rates, which motivates the necessity of the
research in optical multi-carrier transmission techniques. Using the orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing technique (OFDM) [12], [13], several types of optical multi-carrier transmission
techniques have been proposed to support high data rates transmission, such as direct-currentbiased optical OFDM (DCO-OFDM) [14] and asymmetrically clipped optical OFDM (ACO-OFDM)
[15]. However, the major drawback of optical OFDM transmission techniques is an increased peakto-average power ratio (PAPR) yielding an increased signal dynamic range [16]. In [17], it has been
shown that combining OFDM and code-division multiple access (CDMA) can offer significant
reduction in the PAPR and dynamic range. This is due to the fact that all carriers in frequencydomain spread optical OFDM systems convey the same information stream and they can be
adequately manipulated to obtain reduced PAPR. In [18], frequency-domain spread optical OFDM
has been proved to improve the performance of OWC. However, the orthogonality among all code
channels cannot be maintained due to the different gains among subcarriers [19]. Hence, the interchannel interference (ICI) occurs and degrades the transmission performance. To the best of our
knowledge, data detection and code allocation have not been studied so far to mitigate ICI in the
frequency-domain spread optical OFDM.
Although ACO-OFDM retains all of the attractive properties of wireless OFDM systems, it suffers
from large PAPR. In order to reduce the large PAPR in the ACO-OFDM, this paper proposes
frequency-domain spread ACO-OFDM and aims to develop key techniques, such as efficient data
detection and code channel allocation schemes. The main contributions of this paper are
summarized as follows:
1 Formulation of effective linear multi-code detection in frequency-domain spread ACO-OFDM.
Exploiting the spread concept, the optimal frequency-domain weight of multi-code detection is
derived to maximize the signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR). Moreover, the achieved
SINR and bit error ratio (BER) performances are analyzed.
2 Computationally efficient algorithm to solve code channel allocation problem. The code
channel allocation problem is considered as a combination optimization problem to minimize
the average BER. From the implementation point of view, a computationally efficient code
channel allocation algorithm is proposed.
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Fig. 1. Frequency-domain spread ACO-OFDM systems structure.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the proposed frequency-domain
spread ACO-OFDM system model is described. Linear multi-code detection is presented in
Section 3. Adaptive code channel allocation is presented in Section 4. Numerical results are
presented in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. System Model
2.1. Transmitter Model
The basic structure of the frequency-domain spread ACO-OFDM system is illustrated in Fig. 1. At
the transmitter, 0- or 1-valued information bits are firstly mapped into quadrature phase shift keying
(QPSK) symbols with Gray coding. The mapped QPSK symbols are then converted to L parallel
symbol streams. Then, according to the instantaneous channel state information (CSI), the adaptive
channel allocation algorithm will assign each symbol streams to a code channel. Note that each
code channel is allocated with a unique orthogonal variable spreading factor (OVSF) spreading
code. In this paper, the allocated OVSF spreading code of the nth ðn 2 f0; 1; . . . ; N  1gÞ code
channel is denoted as Cn ¼ fcn;0 ; cn;1 ; . . . ; cn;N1 g, where N is the code length and all code chips
take B1[ or B1[. The generation and some attributes of OVSF codes can be found in [20]. On each
code channel, each symbol will be spread with the allocated spreading code. Then, spread symbols
are combined at the code multiplexer. For instance, N ¼ 4 and Es ¼ 1 are considered as an
example
pﬃﬃﬃ shown
pﬃﬃﬃ in Fig. 2.pAn
ﬃﬃﬃ inputpbit
ﬃﬃﬃ sequence of {0 1 1 0} is mapped to two QPSK symbols as
B 2=2  2=2 i[ and B 2=2 þ 2=2 i[, respectively. Then, the two symbols are spread by the
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Fig. 2. Example for frequency-domain spreading and code multiplexer.

Fig. 3. Spectrum of ACO-OFDM signal.

allocated spreading codesp{1,
ﬃﬃﬃ 1,p1,
ﬃﬃﬃ 1} andp{1,
ﬃﬃﬃ 1,
pﬃﬃﬃ1, 1}, respectively. Accordingly, the output of the
code multiplexer is f0;  2  2 i; 0;  2  2ig. After code multiplexing, the combined signal
will be modulated to the corresponding sub-carriers by using ACO-OFDM techniques. In the ACOOFDM, all subcarriers have Hermitian symmetry to ensure a real signal. Moreover, in order to
obtain a positive signal, only the odd subcarriers are modulated by the data, as shown in Fig. 3.
Obviously, the number of independent data to be transmitted in one ACO-OFDM symbol is at most
1/4 of the number of subcarriers in the ACO-OFDM [16]. Since the code length of each code
channel is N, 4N subcarriers are required to transmit the spread data and the negative portion of
symbols through the inverse discrete Fourier transform (IFFT) is simply clipped to zero. After the
parallel-to-serial (P/S) operation, a cyclic prefix (CP) is appended to the unipolar signal to mitigate
multi-path effect. Then, the resulting serial unipolar signal is converted to an analog signal through
the digital-to-analog converter (D/A) and transmitted by modulating the optical intensity of an LED.
The transmitted signal sðt Þ is expressed as

#þ
X
1 4N1
j2m ðt  ðk  1ÞTs Þ
Sm;k exp
t 0
sðt Þ ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
T
4N m¼0
"
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Fig. 4. Indoor optical propagation model.

where the operator ½X þ is given by
½X þ ¼

n

X;
0

X  0,
X G 0:

(2)

In (1), T is the period of one frequency-domain spread ACO-OFDM symbol excluding CP, Ts is the
period of one frequency-domain spread ACO-OFDM symbol including CP, Sm;k is the signal of the
k th frequency-domain spread ACO-OFDM symbol on the mth subcarrier and is given by
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
X 2Es
Sm;k ¼
Dn;m;k
(3)
N
n2
where Es is the transmitted electrical power per symbol of one code channel, the coefficient B2[
accounts for the compensation of the total electrical power loss due to the clipping operation,
 f0; 1; . . . ; N  1g is the set of allocated code channels, Dn;m;k is the replica of the k th frequencydomain spread ACO-OFDM symbol of nth code channel on the mth subcarrier, expressed as
8
< cn;ðm1Þ=2 Qn;k ; m ¼ 1; 3; . . . ; 2N  1
m ¼ 0; 2; . . . ; 2N  2;
Dn;m;k ¼ 0;
(4)
:
ðDn;4Nm;k Þ ;
2N  m  4N  1
where Qn;k is the mapped data symbol with unit power of the k th frequency-domain spread ACOOFDM symbol of the nth code channel.

2.2. Channel Model
Consider a indoor scenario shown in Fig. 4, the optical wireless channel is generated by the
analytical model developed in [21]. The model includes both line of sight (LOS) component and
diffuse components. The time-domain impulse response is given by [21]
hðt Þ ¼ LOS ðt Þ þ hdiff ðt  T Þ

(5)

where LOS is the gain of LOS signal, ðt Þ is the Dirac function, and T represents the delay of the
first arriving diffuse signal relative to the LOS component. The frequency-domain response of (5) is
given by [21]
Hðf Þ ¼ LOS þ Hdiff ðf Þ
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where the diffuse component has a low pass characteristic given by [21]
Hdiff ðf Þ ¼ diff

e j2f T
1 þ j ff0

(7)

where diff is the gain of diffuse signal, and f0 is the cutoff frequency. In this room, the surface
area is Sroom , the volume is Vroom , and the reflectivity of the surfaces is . Then diff and f0 can be
calculated as [21]
SRX


Sroom 1  
c  In Sroom

f0 ¼ 
8 Vroom

diff ¼

(8)
(9)

where SRX represents the effective receiver area and c represents the light speed. Moreover, a
K -factor is defined to describe the electrical power ratio of LOS component to diffuse component
and given by [21]
LOS
K ¼ 20log
:
(10)
diff

2.3. Receiver Model
At the receiver, the photo detector (PD) transforms the received optical intensity into electrical
signal. The detected electrical signal plus noise is expressed as
y ðtÞ ¼ sðt Þ

hðt Þ þ zðt Þ

(11)

where B [ means the convolution operator, hðt Þ is the impulse response of the optical channel, zðt Þ
stands for both thermal noise and ambient-light-induced shot noise. Here, the noise is modeled as a
Gaussian random variable [22]. The analog signal y ðt Þ is converted back to digital through the
analog-to-digital converter (A/D). After removing CP and the serial-to-parallel (S/P) operation, the
resulting signal will be sent to the ACO demodulator. Then, the k th received frequency domain
signal on the mth subcarrier is given by
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 X 2Es
Ym;k ¼
Dn;m;k  Hm þ Zm;k ; m ¼ 1; 3; . . . ; 4N  1
(12)
2 n2
N
where the coefficient B1/2[ accounts for the effect of the clipping, Hm is the gain on the mth
subcarrier between the input to the optical modulator in the transmitter and the output of the optical
detector in the receiver, and Zm;k is the background noise at the receiver. Since the data is
transmitted only on the odd subcarriers, the outputs on the even subcarriers are discarded after the
demodulation of ACO-OFDM. Considering the Hermitian symmetry shown in (4), only the first half
odd subcarrier data is used in the detection. Thus, the demodulated signal of the k th frequencydomain spread-ACO-OFDM symbol can be expressed in the matrix form as
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Es X
diagðCn ÞHQn;k þ Zk
(13)
Yk ¼
2N n2

where Yk ¼ ½Y1;k ; Y3;k ; . . . ; Y2N1;k T , H ¼ ½H1 ; H3 ; . . . ; H2N1 T , Zk ¼ ½Z1;k ; Z3;k ; . . . ; Z2N1;k T stand
for the vectors of received signals, optical channel frequency gains, and background noises,
respectively. Then, the demodulated signals are further multiplied by the frequency-domain
combining weights and combined at the frequency domain despreader to get the decision variable
for the desired channel. The resultant decision variable will be parallel-to-serial (P/S) converted and
put into the QPSK demapper. Finally, the transmitted information bits on the desired channel are
obtained.
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3. Linear Multi-Code Detection
In ideal Gaussian channels, all code channels of frequency-domain spread ACO-OFDM are
orthogonal in frequency-domain. However, in realistic indoor diffuse channels, the orthogonality
among code channels no longer maintains due to the frequency selectivity. Moreover, severe ICI will
occur in non-orthogonal code channels. In order to improve performance, the ICI must be minimized
as much as possible. This section tries to mitigate the effects of ICI by proposing advanced data
detection technique.
In traditional CDMA systems, data detection can usually be classified as single-code (single-user)
detection or multi-code (multi-user) detection. The approach using single-code detection aims to
compensate for the distortion due to fading on each sub-channel, but not taking into account any
information about the ICI. Meanwhile, multi-code detection uses the spread structure to minimize
the effects of ICI. Multi-code detection outperforms single-code detection [23]. In this paper, a linear
multi-code detection scheme is proposed for the frequency-domain spread ACO-OFDM systems.
Since a higher received SINR will lead to a lower error probability of data detection, we consider to
maximize the received SINR by selecting the frequency-domain weight of multi-code detection.
Assuming the frequency-domain weight for the ith code channel is wi ¼ ½wi;0 ; wi;1 ; . . . ; wi;N1 T ,
the decision variable of the k th frequency-domain spread-ACO-OFDM symbol of the ith code
channel can be obtained as
Vi;k ¼ wH
i Yk ;

i2

(14)

where ðÞH stands for conjugate transposition. Substituting Yk in (14) with (13), Vi;k is given by
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Es
Es X
H
H
diagðCi ÞHQi;k þ wi
diagðCn ÞHQn;k þ wH
(15)
Vi;k ¼ wi
i Zk :
2N
2N n6¼i;n2
It should be noted that the first term on the right-hand side of (15) is the desired signal, the second
one is the ICI from other code channels, and the third term is the noise term. From (15), the
instantaneous received SINR of ith code channel can be derived as
 qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2 


Es
diagðC
ÞHQ
EQi;k wH
i
i;k 
i
2N
8
i ¼
2 9
 =
< qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ P

Es
HZ 
EQn;k ;Zk wH
diagðC
ÞHQ
þ
w
n
n;k
i k  ;
: i 2N n6¼i;n2
¼

¼

Es
2N

wH
i
Es
2N

Es
2N

P

n6¼i;n2

H
wH
i diagðCi ÞHðdiagðCi ÞHÞ wi
!
H

ðdiagðCn ÞHÞðdiagðCn ÞHÞ

!

þ 2 IN wi

H
wH
i diagðCi ÞHðdiagðCi ÞHÞ wi
wH
i ðRi Þwi

(16)

where EX fg denotes the expectation with respect to X , 2 is the variance of the background noise,
IN is N N identity matrix, Ri is a positive definite Hermitian matrix, given by
!
X
Es
ðdiagðCn ÞHÞðdiagðCn ÞHÞH þ 2 IN :
(17)
Ri ¼
2N n6¼i;n2
Using the property of positive definite Hermitian matrix, (17) can be expressed as
Ri ¼ LLH
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~ i ¼ LH wi and
where L 2 CN N is an invertible matrix. To facilitate the following derivation, let w
1
~i ¼ L diagðCi ÞH. Then (16) can be further rewritten as:
a
i

~ i to maximize
Therefore, the optimal w

i

¼

~ ~H ~
~H
Es w
i ai a i w i
:
~H
~
2N w
i wi

(19)

can be obtained by solving the following problem:
max

~ i 2Cn
w

~ ~H ~
~H
w
i ai ai w i
:
1
~H
~
w
i wi

(20)

H

~i a
~i is a Hermitian matrix. According to the Rayleigh-Ritz Theorem in [24, Sec. 4.2], it can
Note that a
be known that the maximum value of the objective in (20) is bounded by the maximum eigenvalue of
~i a
~H
~
~
a
i . Moreover, the optimal wi to maximize i is ai . By carrying out matrix operations, the optimal
frequency weight wi of multi-code detector is derived as
wi ¼ ðRi Þ1 ðdiagðCi ÞHÞ:

(21)

Substituting wi in (16) with (21), the maximum value of received SINR can be obtained as
max
i

¼

Es
ðdiagðCi ÞHÞH ðRi Þ1 ðdiagðCi ÞHÞ:
2N

(22)

It is shown from the central limit theorem in [25, Sec. 2.5] that the sum of a sufficiently large
number of independent random variables can be approximated as normal distribution. Therefore,
the ICI in frequency-domain spread ACO-OFDM systems tends toward a Gaussian distribution.
From the symbol error rate expression [26, Eq. (9.25)], the BER performance of the ith code
channel can be estimated as
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
max
BERi ¼ Q
(23)
i
R1
where Qðx Þ ¼ ð1=2Þ x expððu 2 =2ÞÞdu.

4. Adaptive Code Channel Allocation

Along with the loss of orthogonality among all code channels in indoor diffused channels, the crosscorrelation properties among code channels are not zero due to different gains among subcarriers.
Moreover, for every two code channels, the code channel correlations may not be the same, which
also results in the ICI differences among different combinations of code channels. Therefore, the ICI
between every two code channels may not be the same. Since the level of ICI is dependent on
which code channels to be used [27], this section is to minimize the ICI by allocating an appropriate
combination of code channels.
From (22), when only one code channel is allocated to transmit data, i.e., L ¼ 1, there is no ICI for
the data detection. In this case, if the ith code channel is allocated for transmission, the maximum
received SINR of the ith code channel is simplified as
max
i

¼

X
Es N1
jH2jþ1 j2 :
2
2N   j¼0

(24)

In the case of L ¼ 1, any code channel can be allocated for data transmission and get the same
transmission performance. Further, if all the available code channels are allocated to transmit data,
i.e., L ¼ N, a closed-form expression can be derived for the received SINR as

max
i

¼

1
jH2jþ1 j2
Es NX
2N j¼0 1 Es jH2jþ1 j2 þ 2

Es
1
2N
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N
1
X

jH2jþ1 j2

2
1
j¼0 2 Es jH2jþ1 j

;

i ¼ 0; 1; . . . ; N  1:

(25)
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TABLE 1

The proposed code channel allocation algorithm.

(25) indicates that all code channels own the same transmission performance when the system is
full load. However, for 1 G L G N, it is necessary to investigate how to allocate code channels to
minimize the effects of ICI and improve system BER performance.
As is the set of allocated code channels, the system BER performance can be calculated as
Pð Þ ¼

1X
BERi :
L i2

(26)

Accordingly, the code channel allocation problem can be formulated as the following optimization
problem:
min

f0;1;...;N1g

Pð Þ

s.t.
j j¼L

(27)

where j j denotes the element number of the set and L is the number of allocated code channels.
In the optimization problem (27), there exist N!=ðK !ðN  K Þ!Þ possible code channel allocations.
The minimum value of the objective function over all N!=ðK !ðN  K Þ!Þ allocations is globally
minimum, and the corresponding code channel allocation is the optimal solution. However, the
optimization problem (27) is a combination optimization problem, which has been proven to be a
nondetermined-polynomial-time complete problem without computationally efficient algorithms to
obtain the optimal solution. However, from the implementation point of view, computationally efficient
algorithms are more preferred. Therefore, a computationally efficient code channel allocation
algorithm is proposed in Table 1.

5. Numerical Results
This section will evaluate the frequency-domain spread ACO-OFDM system in terms of optical
PAPR performance at the transmitter and BER performance at the receiver. The performance of
ACO-OFDM is also shown for comparison. In this paper, the optical PAPR is defined as the ratio
between the maximum optical power and the average optical power of a transmitted signal, that is


optical PAPRðsðt ÞÞ ¼

maxfsðt Þg
EfsðtÞg

(29)

where maxfX g stands for the maximum value of X . It is meaningless to determine the exact value
of optical PAPR since the optical PAPR of a transmitted signal is a random variable. Usually, the
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Fig. 5. BER performance of frequency-domain spread ACO-OFDM and ACO-OFDM.

complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF), denoting the probability exceeding a
certain optical PAPR threshold , is used to indicate the optical PAPR performance and given by
CCDF ¼ Prfoptical

PAPRðsðt ÞÞ 9 g:

(30)

In order to evaluate the BER performance, we consider a room with length and width of 5 meters,
height of 3 meters, average reflectivity of all of the surfaces of 0.6, and the effective receiver area
is set to 16 mm2 . Meanwhile, code length is set to be N ¼ 16. According to the structure of ACOOFDM, at most, N independent data steams can be transmitted on 4N subcarriers. Therefore, the
number of subcarriers is set to be 64 and the number of cyclic prefix is set to be Ncp ¼ 16. To
facilitate the following description, the transmit power is measured by the average SNR per bit,
defined as SNRb ¼ Es =ð22 Þ.
In this section, the results are organized as follows. First, the performance of frequency-domain
spreading with linear multi-code detection is presented. Secondly, the performance of adaptive
channel allocation is presented. Finally, the effect of PAPR reduction on the BER performance is
shown. According to these representative results, useful conclusions are drawn in the last section
correspondingly.

5.1. Performance of Frequency-Domain Spreading With Linear Multi-Code Detection
Fig. 5 shows the BER performance as a function of the SNRb . The frequency-domain spread
ACO-OFDM symbol period T , the time delay T , and the K -factor are set to be 800 ns, 10 ns, and
0 dB, respectively. For comparison, all available subcarriers in ACO-OFDM and all available code
channels in the frequency-domain spread ACO-OFDM have been used for transmission.
Accordingly, the two systems have the same transmission rate. It can be seen from Fig. 5 that
BER performances of ACO-OFDM and frequency-domain spread ACO-OFDM systems improve
with the increase of SNRb . Moreover, when SNRb is high, the BER performance of the frequencydomain spread ACO-OFDM system with the proposed linear multi-code detection outperforms that
of ACO-OFDM system significantly.
Fig. 6 shows the optical PAPR performance of the frequency-domain spread ACO-OFDM and
ACO-OFDM signals. It can be seen from Fig. 6 that that when optical PAPR threshold is beyond
6 dB, the CCDF curve of the frequency-domain spread ACO-OFDM is below that of ACO-OFDM,
which means that the optical PAPR performance of the frequency-domain spread ACO-OFDM
outperforms that of ACO-OFDM. In particular, at CCDF ¼ 102 , the optical PAPR threshold values of
ACO-OFDM and frequency-domain spread ACO-OFDM are 9.9 dB and 9.0 dB, respectively. In other
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Fig. 6. CCDF of optical PAPR of frequency-domain spread ACO-OFDM signal and ACO-OFDM signal.

Fig. 7. BER performance as a function of K -factor.

words, the frequency-domain spreading operation improves the optical PAPR performance about
9%. This is because the frequency-domain spread can decrease the probability of the high peaks by
reducing the autocorrelation of the input sequence before IFFT.
Fig. 7 shows the BER performance as a function of K -factor. SNRb is set to be 15 dB and the
frequency-domain spread ACO-OFDM symbol period T is set to be 800 ns. Note that increasing
K -factor in the optical wireless channel model will increase the LOS component and reduce the
multipath effects. Therefore, it can be seen that the BER performances improve with the increase of
K -factor. Moreover, regardless of the K -factor, the frequency-domain spread ACO-OFDM system
with the proposed linear multi-code detection outperforms the ACO-OFDM system significantly.
Fig. 8 shows the BER performance as a function of the frequency-domain spread ACO-OFDM
symbol period. SNRb is set to be 15 dB and the K -factor is 0 dB. Since the high speed transmissions,
with shorter symbol period T , are prone to be affected by the multi-path effects, the ICI increases with
the decrease of the symbol period T . Therefore, it can be seen that the BER performances improve
with the increase of the symbol period T . Moreover, regardless of the symbol period T , the
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Fig. 8. BER performance as a function of T .

Fig. 9. BER performance of multiple code channels with adaptive allocation and sequential allocation.

frequency-domain spread ACO-OFDM system with the proposed linear multi-code detection
outperforms ACO-OFDM system significantly.

5.2. Performance of Adaptive Channel Allocation
Fig. 9 shows the effects of adaptive code channel allocation on the BER performance of the
frequency-domain spread ACO-OFDM system. The frequency-domain spread ACO-OFDM symbol
period T , the time delay T , and the K -factor are set to be 800 ns, 10 ns, and 0 dB, respectively.
The sequential code channel allocation scheme is adopted for comparison. For the sequential code
channel allocation, the code channels are simply allocated sequentially according to their index.
More specifically, if L code channels are required, the set of allocated code channels can be
described as ¼ f0; 1; . . . ; L  1g. It can be seen that when L ¼ 1 or L ¼ N, both the adaptive code
channel allocation and the sequential code channel allocation have the same BER performance, as
discussed in Section 4. Since increasing the number of used code channels will increase the ICI in
the frequency-domain spread ACO-OFDM, the BER performances degrade with the increase of the
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Fig. 10. CCDF of optical PAPR of frequency-domain spread ACO-OFDM signal with adaptive allocation
and sequential allocation.

number of used code channels. Moreover, it can be seen that when L ¼ 4 and L ¼ 8, the curves of
the adaptive code channel allocation are close to that of L ¼ 1 and the curves of the adaptive code
channel allocation are close to that of L ¼ 16, which indicates that the adaptive channel allocation
can reduce the ICI significantly by selecting an appropriate combination of code channels.
Fig. 10 shows the effects of adaptive code channel allocation on the optical PAPR of frequencydomain spread ACO-OFDM signal. From Fig. 10, it can be seen that the adaptive code channel
allocation coherently has better optical PAPR performance. In particular, when CCDF ¼ 102 , the
optical PAPR thresholds of adaptive code channel allocation are lower than that of the sequential
code channel allocation about 4.2 dB for L ¼ 4 and 2.4 dB for L ¼ 8, respectively. In other words, the
adaptive code channel allocation can improve the optical PAPR performance about 36% for L ¼ 4
and 23% for L ¼ 8, respectively, compared with the sequential code channel allocation. It can be
explained that, in frequency-domain spread ACO-OFDM systems, the orthogonality among all code
channels cannot be maintained at the receiver due to the different channel gains among subcarriers.
Hence, the ICI will occur and increase with increasing correlation among code channels at the
receiver. By minimizing the BER, the proposed code allocation algorithm can reduce the effects of
ICI, resulting in the reduction of the correlation among the allocated code channels at the receiver.
Such reduction of the code channel correlation may reduce the occurrence of the high peaks in timedomain signal. Therefore, the proposed code channel allocation can improve the optical PAPR
performance of the frequency-domain spread ACO-OFDM signal significantly. It should be noted that
when only one code channel is active in the system ðL ¼ 1Þ, the optical PAPR value will be equal to
the optical PAPR value of the spreading code. Unfortunately, the OVSF sequences have a bad
property so that most of them have high PAPR values [28]. Therefore, the CCDF curve of optical
PAPR for L ¼ 1 is far above other curves.

5.3. The Effect of PAPR Reduction on the BER Performance
In order to show the effect of PAPR reduction on the BER performance, the LED nonlinearity can
be modeled as the clipping effect [16]

sðt Þ; jsðtÞj  A
;
(31)
scilp ðtÞ ¼
A;
jsðtÞj 9 A
and the clipping ratio ðCRÞ is defined as [16]
CR ¼ 20log10
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Fig. 11. The clipping effects on the BER performance. (a) The clipping effects on the BER performance
of frequency-domain spread ACO-OFDM and ACO-OFDM. (b) The clipping effects on the BER
performance of multiple code channels with adaptive allocation and sequential allocation.

where 2s is power of the sðt Þ, CR denotes the level of clipping effect. The larger the CR is, the more
serious is the nonlinearity of LED. Fig. 11(a) and (b) show the clipping effects on BER performance.
The frequency-domain spread ACO-OFDM symbol period T , the time delay T , the K -factor, and
SNRb are set to be 800 ns, 10 ns, 0 dB, and 15 dB, respectively. It can be seen from the two figures
that the BER performance degrades with decreasing CR, which indicates the LED nonlinearity is
harmful for the system transmission performance. By reducing the PAPR value, the effect of LED
nonlinearity can be eliminated as much as possible. More specifically, it can be seen from Fig. 11(a)
that when CR  6 dB, the clipping effect can be ignored for the ACO-OFDM. Meanwhile, the
clipping effect on the frequency-domain ACO-OFDM is still very small when CR ¼ 5 dB. It also can
be seen from Fig. 11(b) that when CR G 6 dB, the clipping effects of both L ¼ 4 and L ¼ 8 cannot
be ignored for the sequential channel allocation. However, regardless of L ¼ 4 or L ¼ 8, when
CR ¼ 3 dB, the BER degradations by the clipping effect are still very small for the adaptive channel
allocation. The two figures indicate that the PAPR reduction resulting from the frequency-domain
spreading and the adaptive channel allocation can reduce the clipping effect from the LED
nonlinearity and improve the BER performance.
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6. Conclusion
In order to reduce the large PAPR in the ACO-OFDM, this paper proposes frequency-domain
spread ACO-OFDM and develops efficient data detection and adaptive code channel allocation
schemes. The main conclusions are drawn as follows:
1 When the system is fully loaded, the frequency-domain spread ACO-OFDM outperforms the
conventional ACO-OFDM systems in terms of optical PAPR performance. Specifically, the
frequency-domain spreading operation improves the optical PAPR performance about 9% at
CCDF ¼ 102 .
2 When the system is not fully loaded, the proposed adaptive code channel allocation can further
improve the optical PAPR performance of frequency-domain spread ACO-OFDM. At
CCDF ¼ 102 , the optical PAPR performance can be improved about 36% for the number
of code channels L ¼ 4 and 23% for L ¼ 8, respectively.
3 The proposed linear multi-code detection can improve the BER performance of frequencydomain spread ACO-OFDM in indoor diffuse channels. As the K -factor (the ratio of the LOS
component to diffuse component) is bigger or the symbol period T is shorter, the improvement
of BER performance is more since the multipath effect is more serious.
4 The PAPR reduction resulting from the frequency-domain spreading and adaptive channel
allocation can reduce the effects from the LED nonlinearity and improve the BER performance
for practical systems.
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